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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
WRIGHT CONTINUES RESEARCH
CHARLESTON, IL--Glenn Patton Wright, an associate professor
of English at Eastern Illinois University, furthered his research
on a major 20th-century poet this summer, thanks in part to the
National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) and the Eastern Presidential
Award.
The National Endowment for the Humanities' "Travel to
Collections" program awarded $750 grants this summer to 287 scholars
whose research required travel to distant locations.

NEH is

an independent federal agency that supports research, scholarship,
education and public programs in the humanities.
-more-

WRIGHT CONTINUES RESEARCH

ADD 1/1/1/1

The $2,000 Presidential Award is given to Eastern faculty
for research over the summer.

These awards are designated by

President Stan Rives, said Wright.
Wright's project on Wallace Stevens and a Theory of Aesthetics
took him to Hunington Library in San Marino, Calif.

There he

examined a portion of the 6,800 personal letters and works acquired
from Stevens' personal library.
Stevens, who died in 1955, was primarily known for his
poetry, including:

Sunday Morning, Thirteen Ways of Looking at

a Blackbird and The Man with the Blue Guitar.
Wright said his research will eventually culminate in a
book about Stevens.

This fall, he hopes to write an article for

publication about the study he did in California.
The study was basically to determine what sources influenced
Stevens while he was giving public lectures at such places as
Harvard, Yale, Princeton and the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Wright
said.
He said Stevens used a wide variety of sources, like Sigmund
Freud and a statue of Andrew Jackson, in his lectures and "pulled
all those things together and somehow synthesized them in his
mind."
"He was a man who loved art, painting, architecture and
had an eye for design as well as a complex sense of aesthetics
and a lot of this was carried over in his poetry," Wright said.

-more-

WRIGHT CONTINUES RESEARCH

ADD 2/2/2/2

Stevens' work has fascinated Wright since college.

He

decided to study Stevens "mainly because I was so mystified
by his poems.

I wanted to try to understand his work and also

to teach his poetry better."
Wright has taught at Eastern since 1977.

He also taught

Stevens' poetry at the University of Warsaw in Poland during
the Spring semester of 1987 as part of the Fullbright program,
based in Washington, D.C.
To complete his research, Wright will eventually travel
to the University of Massachusetts in Amhurst.

He said this

is his next destination because the university has acquired
a number of Stevens' personal books and letters.
-30-

